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Introduction
The flash memory of any system is routinely updated and re-programmed. This application note provides three methods for updating (erasing and programming) flash memory: the Stellaris® driver library provided by Luminary Micro, software polling for completed updates, and interrupt-driven updates.

This application note does not cover other issues related to flash memory management, such as the protection of flash memory pages.

For more details on programming the on-chip flash memory, review the flash sections in the appropriate Stellaris family data sheet and the Stellaris® Peripheral Driver Library User’s Guide. In particular, it is important to understand the flash memory controller’s interface registers’ functions.

Programming Flash Memory with the Stellaris® Peripheral Driver Library
The Luminary Micro StellarisWare™ peripheral driver library provides an efficient and convenient method to program the integrated flash memory. The driver library is documented in the Stellaris® Peripheral Driver Library User’s Guide. Three API calls are required to program a page of flash memory: FlashUsecSet, FlashErase, and FlashProgram.

FlashUsecSet Function
The FlashUsecSet function sets internal timing parameters in the system’s flash memory controller. The memory controller uses the supplied parameter as a prescale timer to provide a constant frequency clock to the flash controller. This function must be called before other functions that erase or program memory to assure proper timing.

The prototype for FlashUsecSet is:

```c
void FlashUsecSet(unsigned long ulClocks);
```

where `ulClocks` is the internal operating frequency of the processor (in MHz). For example, if the processor is executing at 20 MHz, the correct parameter value is 20.

FlashErase Function
The FlashErase function erases a 1 KB page of on-chip flash memory. After erasing, the memory is left in a state where all bits in the page are set. Protected pages (those marked as unreadable and unprogrammable) cannot be erased.

The prototype for FlashErase is:

```c
long FlashErase(unsigned long ulAddress);
```

where `ulAddress` is the start address of the flash block to be erased and must be a 1 KB-aligned address. The function returns 0 on success or -1 on failure (if an invalid block address was specified or the block is write-protected).
FlashProgram Function
The FlashProgram function programs a sequence of words into the on-chip flash memory. Programming consists of ANDing the existing flash memory contents with the new data; the resulting AND of the data being stored in the on-chip memory. If a bit in flash memory is a zero, it cannot be set to a one using the FlashProgram function. Restoring a bit to a one is accomplished only using the FlashErase function. Moreover, a word may be subject to one or two calls to FlashProgram. Additional calls must follow a FlashErase function call. Excessive calls to FlashProgram degrade a flash memory cell's ability to retain data, and so to guarantee maximal data retention, it is best to completely erase and reprogram a flash page following two calls to FlashProgram that affect the same word locations.

The prototype for FlashProgram is:

```c
long FlashProgram(unsigned long *pulData,
                 unsigned long ulAddress,
                 unsigned long ulCount);
```

where pulData is a pointer to the data to be programmed, ulAddress is the starting address in flash to be programmed, and ulCount is the number of bytes to be programmed. Since the flash is programmed a word at a time, the starting address and byte count must both be multiples of four.

Only one call to each function is required per flash memory page since the FlashErase function call erases a page of flash memory, and the FlashProgram function call is capable of programming an arbitrary size of memory.

Examples
Example 1 shows the setup of the USECRL register. Example 2 shows a single erase call. Example 3 shows a single programming call. Note that in these and the examples that follow, the path for DriverLib needs to be adjusted relative to the installed location.

Example 1. USECRLR Setup

```c
//
// The processor operates at 20 MHz. Set USECRL accordingly.
//
#include "driverlib/flash.h"
unsigned long ulOperatingFrequency = 20; // in MHz
FlashUsecSet(ulOperatingFrequency);
```

Example 2. Single Erase Sequence

```c
//
// Erase the first page in the flash
//
#include "driverlib/flash.h"
unsigned long ulAddress = 0x0;
long ret_val;
```
ret_val = FlashErase(ulAddress);
if (ret_val == -1)
{
    // Handle an error (for example, protection)
    ...
}

// No error (continue)
...

Example 3. Single Program Sequence

    // Program the first word (4 bytes) in the flash
    //
    #include "DriverLib/src/flash.h"
    long ret_val;
    unsigned long ulData = 0xA5A5A5A5;
    unsigned long ulFlashOffset = 0x0;
    unsigned long ulLength = 4;

    ret_val = FlashProgram(&ulData, ulFlashOffset, ulLength);
    if (ret_val == -1)
    {
        // Handle an error (for example, protection)
        ...
    }

    // No error (continue)
    ...

Programming Flash Memory with Direct Register Writes
(Polled)

Although efficient and recommended, the Stellaris driver library is not required to program the flash
memory. The flash memory interface registers are available for direct control. This section explains
how to program the flash memory using these registers.

USECRL, FMD, FMA and FMC Registers

There are four registers used in erase and programming operations. These registers are written in
the following order and provide the following functions.

Note:  Flash protection is provided through the FMPRE and FMPPE registers. Although the page
        erase size is 1 KB, a protection block is 2 KB. See the data sheet for details.

1. USECRL: U Second Reload register. The flash memory control logic contains a divider that
takes the processor clock and divides it down to a 1-MHz reference clock to synchronize the
timing of flash memory operations; in particular erase operations. The USECRL register contains
an 8-bit field that is used for reloading this counter. The value programmed into this register is of
the formula ‘frequency (in MHz) minus 1’. This register must be programmed before performing any memory operations.

The symbolic define for this register is `FLASH_USECRL_R`.

2. **FMD: Flash Memory Data register.** This 4-byte register contains the data to write when the programming cycle is initiated. This register is not used during erase cycles.

The symbolic define for this register is `FLASH_FMD_R`.

3. **FMA: Flash Memory Address register.** During a write operation, this register contains a 4-byte-aligned address and specifies where the data is written. During erase operations, this register contains a 1 KB-aligned address and specifies which page is erased. Note that the alignment requirements must be met by software or the results of the operation are unpredictable.

The symbolic define for this register is `FLASH_FMA_R`.

4. **FMC: Flash Memory Control register.** This is the final register written and initiates the memory operation. There are four control bits in the lower byte of this register that, when set, initiate the memory operation. The most used of these register bits are the `ERASE` and `WRITE` bits. It is a programming error to write multiple control bits and the result of such an operation is unpredictable.

The symbolic define for this register is `FLASH_FMC_R`. The symbolic defines for the control bits are: `FLASH_FMC_WRITE`, `FLASH_FMC_ERASE` (page erase), and `FLASH_FMC_MERASE` (mass erase entire flash).

To protect against accidental access, all writes to FMC must contain the fixed value 0xA442 in bits 31:16. If these bits are not set correctly, the register write will be ignored and no programming operation will take place. These bits can be set by ORing `FLASH_FMC_WRKEY` into the value written to the register.

After the operation is initiated, software can check for the completion of the operation by examining the FMC register. The FMC register keeps the control bit set (step 4) until the operation completes. After the operation completes, the register is cleared. This allows software to spin and wait until the operation completes.

**Examples**

Examples 4, 5, and 6 show direct register access implementations equivalent to the peripheral driver library FlashUsecSet, FlashErase, and FlashProgram functions respectively. Each example requires the appropriate IC header file, `lm3sxxx.h`, which can be found in the StellarisWare/inc subdirectory. The header file for the LM3S811 part is shown here but this should be replaced with the appropriate header for your target IC.

**Example 4. FlashUsecSet-Equivalent Call**

```c
#include "inc/lm3s811.h"

void
DirectFlashUsecSet(unsigned long ulClocks)
{
    FLASH_USECRL_R = ulClocks - 1;
}
```
Example 5. FlashErase-Equivalent Call
#include "inc/lm3s811.h"
long DirectFlashErase(unsigned long ulAddress)
{
    //
    // The address must be block aligned.
    //
    if(ulAddress & (FLASH_ERASE_SIZE - 1))
    {
        return(-1);
    }

    //
    // Clear the flash access interrupt.
    //
    FLASH_FCMISC_R = FLASH_FCMISC_AMISC;

    //
    // Erase the block.
    //
    FLASH_FMA_R = ulAddress;
    FLASH_FMC_R = FLASH_FMC_WRKEY | FLASH_FMC_ERASE;

    //
    // Wait until the block has been erased.
    //
    while(FLASH_FMC_R & FLASH_FMC_ERASE)
    {
    }

    //
    // Return an error if an access violation occurred.
    //
    if(FLASH_FCRIS_R & FLASH_FCRIS_ARIS)
    {
        return(-1);
    }

    //
    // Success.
    //
    return(0);
}
Example 6. FlashProgram-Equivalent Call

```c
long DirectFlashProgram(unsigned long *pulData, unsigned long ulAddress,
                        unsigned long ulCount)
{
    //
    // The address and count must be word aligned.
    //
    if((ulAddress & 3) || (ulCount & 3))
    {return(-1);}

    //
    // Clear the flash access interrupt.
    //
    FLASH_FCMISC_R = FLASH_FCMISC_AMISC;

    //
    // Loop over the words to be programmed.
    //
    while(ulCount)
    {
        //
        // Program the next word.
        //
        FLASH_FMA_R = ulAddress;
        FLASH_FMD_R = *pulData;
        FLASH_FMC_R = FLASH_FMC_WRKEY | FLASH_FMC_WRITE;

        //
        // Wait until the word has been programmed.
        //
        while(FLASH_FMC_R & FLASH_FMC_WRITE)
        {
        }

        //
        // Increment to the next word.
        //
        pulData++;
        ulAddress += 4;
        ulCount -= 4;
    }

    //
    // Return an error if an access violation occurred.
    //
    return(-1);
}
```
if(FLASH_FCRIS_R & FLASH_FCRIS_ARIS)
{
    return(-1);
}

//
// Success.
//
return(0);

---

**Programming Flash Memory with Direct Register Writes (Interrupt-Driven)**

The flash memory controller is capable of generating an interrupt at the completion of a memory operation. Using interrupts potentially allows an application to utilize the time spent waiting for the operation to complete (especially given the low interrupt latencies of the ARM® Cortex™-M3 core).

The software polling loop is removed and replaced with an update to local programming registers.

**FCRIS, FCIM, and FCISC Registers**

There are three registers used in managing the Flash controller while using interrupts:

1. **FCRIS: Flash Controller Raw Interrupt Status register.** This register contains the raw interrupt status. It is set whenever a flash operation is complete. There are two bits defined in the FCRIS register. Bit 0 is set if the logic detects that a programming operation is attempted on a protected page. Bit 1 is set when the logic completes a flash operation.

   The symbolic define for this register is `FLASH_FCRIS_R`. The symbolic define of the two bits are `FLASH_FCRIS_PRIS` and `FLASH_FCRIS_ARIS`, for bits 1 and 0 respectively.

2. **FCIM: Flash Controller Interrupt Mask register.** This register contains bits that control whether a raw interrupt condition is promoted to an interrupt sent to the processor. If a mask bit is set, the raw interrupt is promoted; otherwise, if a mask bit is clear, the raw interrupt is suppressed.

   The symbolic define for this register is `FLASH_FCIM_R`. The symbolic define for the two bits are `FLASH_FCIM_PMASK` and `FLASH_FCIM_AMASK`, for bits 1 and 0 respectively.

3. **FCISC: Flash Controller Interrupt Status and Clear register.** This register contains bits that have a dual purpose. If the register is read, the bits indicate that an interrupt has been generated and sent to the processor. If written, an interrupt can be cleared. Writing a 1 to the register clears the bit. Writing a 0 does not affect the state of the bit.

   The symbolic define for this register is `FLASH_FCMISC_R`. The symbolic define for the two bits are `FLASH_FCMISC_PMISC` and `FLASH_FCMISC_AMISC`, for bits 1 and 0 respectively.

   The conventional use of this register is as follows. In the interrupt handler, software reads the FCISC register and handles the appropriate condition. When complete, the content of the FCISC register is written back to itself, which clears the handled condition.
Note that in order to implement an interrupt-driven programming method, all code that executes during the flash program operation must execute out of SRAM memory. Moreover, potential interrupt sources must be masked off. These requirements are to ensure that the flash memory is not accessed while processing the write/erase operation.

Issues to Consider

One issue that this application note does not address is the need for exclusive access of the flash memory during an update operation. If more than one process can update the flash memory, the updates must be safely sequenced.

Also keep in mind the limitations documented in the data sheet. The data sheet specifies the values of each of these limits.

- The flash memory is limited to the number of erase and program cycles.
- Each word may not be subject to more than a specific number of programming cycles before an erase cycle is required. In other words, for any given word, \texttt{FlashProgram} can only be called twice before \texttt{FlashErase} is called.

Conclusion

There are a number of methods to erase and program the flash memory on the Stellaris family of microcontrollers; from easy to less-than-easy-but-not-complex.
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